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This work supplements an earlier paper in this journal (Vol. 2, 1970, pp. 7-21) 
on “principal factors” (essentially principal ramified ideals) in the pure cubic 
k, = Q(tW) over Q. The ideas are extended to the Kummer field k, = k3@) 
over the cyclotomic cubic k, = Q(p). Here the Hilbert theory brings in the 
nonexistence of a unit in ke of relative norm p. As a typical result, for n = q 
(prime) = 2,5 (mod 9), the principal factor must exist in k, and k3, leading to 
the solvability of the norm equation x3 + qy + qBzs - 3qxyz = 3. Also for 
n = q = -1 (mod 9), there is a unit of relative norm p when the class number 
of k, is not = 0 (mod 3). 
10. RELATIVE PRINCIPAL FACTORIZATION 
In the preceding study of cubic class number [15], the concept of 
principal factorization played a vital role in the purely rational approach. 
To see the ideas in broader perspective, e.g., as a projection of Hilbert’s 
Theory of Kummer Fields [7] to the rationals, it is important to restate 
principal factorization in relative fields. 
Generally, let K be a field of degree 1 relative to k and let xl ,..., rt be 
the set of totally (relatively) ramified prime ideals of k. Thus ri factors in 
Kas 
Q zz s.1 z . (10.1) 
* This paper continues the earlier work of the authors [Ml. The sections and the new 
bibliographical items are numbered consecutively with it. The symbols from [15] such 
as t, e, h,. .., will now be referred to as t3, e3, h, ,.... 
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The relative discriminant b of K over k, will, of course, have the factors ri . 
(See [7, 191). Now we consider the multiplicative group G’ of fractional 
ideals ‘LI generated by !I&. Call G the subgroup defined by the homo- 
morphism with the kernel consisting of ideals of principal class in k. Thus 
21, - ‘ZI, exactly when principal (integral) ideals (B,), (I?,) exist in K and 
(principal) ideals g1 , g2 exist in k for which 
5‘w4~ 91 = %mJ 9% . (10.2) 
Thus G’ is a free group on t generators subject to as many restrictions as 
there are independent relations 
!u; .‘* 9-q” = g(B) (10.3) 
for g an ideal in k and B an element of K. Some of these restrictions, (say 
r0 of them), will be trivial, based on radicals alI1 E K, where (Y E k, 01~1~ $ k. 
Others (say e of them) will be multiplicatively independent and nontrivial. 
Such (nontrivial) relationships are called principal factorizations of K 
relative to k, or principalfactors of the relative discriminant. Indeed, the 
order of G is now 
j G 1 = lt--’ . (10.4) 
While relative fields are now a traditional tool for even the cubic case 
[20, 161, our main interest is in principal factorization. We shall show 
(Theorem 15.7 below) that in some cases the existence of a principal 
factorization in the relative Kummer field enables us to deduce the exist- 
ence of a principal factorization in the pure cubic field. In any case, it is 
illuminating to see a principal factorization of the pure cubic field 
“factored” into one of the relative Kummer fie1d.l 
11. NORMAL FIELD OF PURE CUBIC 
We consider the pure cubic field as one of three conjugates 
k, = Q(n1j3), k,’ = Q(n1/3p), k; = Q(n’l”p”), (11.1) 
where p = t-1 + (-3)1/2]/2 a cube root of unity. As before, the fun- 
damental units are E > 1, E’, E”, (EL&’ = 1). The normal field is 
ks = QW3, p>, (11.2) 
1 In a later paper, one of the authors (Barrucand) will consider the problem of the 
normal field of a (general) cubic relative to the quadratic subfield. 
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and it shall, of course, be viewed as a field of relative degree 3 over 
k, = Q(P). (11.3) 
The Galois group of k6 is generated by two transformations, the cyclic 
operation S given by 
s(k, , ks’, Gl = @a’, k; , k,) (11.4a) 
and the complex conjugation operation T given by 
T(k, , ks’, k3 = (k3 , k; , &‘I. (11.4b) 
Thus Sp = p while Tp = p2, but S(pn113) = p2n1/3, and T@n1j3) = p2n1i3. 
Also 
S3 = 772 = I and ST = TS2. (11.5) 
We are interested in three relative norms of an element FE k6 , namely, 
N,F = F . TF (11.6) 
N,F = F . SF. S2F (11.7) 
NSF = N,(N,F) = N,(N,F). (11.8) 
By the classical theory, 
N,FEk,,N,FEk,,N,FEQ. (11.9) 
Similar relations hold, of course, for norms of ideals. 
LEMMA 11.1. IfFEk,, then 
F3 = F3F3*F,**F2, (11.10) 
where 
F3 E k3 , F3* E k3’, F,** E k;, Fz E k2 . (11.11) 
If F is a unit, then so are the other factors shown here. 
Proof. P = (F * TF)(F * STF)(F * S2TF)I(TF - STF * S2TF). 
Now 
F* TF= N,FEk,. 
Also, by (11.5), 
F - STF = S2(SF. TSF) = S2Nz(SF) E k,‘; while F * S2TF E k: . 
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Likewise, 
TF . STF . S2TF = N,(TF) E k, . Q.E.D. 
12. UNITS IN THE NORMAL FIELD 
If we let U, , U, , U,‘, Vi, U, be the unit groups in k,, k,, k;, ki , k, , 
respectively, we see that the product 
U,=(V, x u; x u; x V,} (12.1) 
is a subgroup of U, which may or may not be all of V, . We shall call ug 
the index of this quotient 
us = I u,/vl I * (12.2) 
THEOREM 12.1. There are two possibilities. Either 
ug = 1, v, = u, = {E, E’, - p} 
(with E a fundamental unit of k3). Or, 
u6=3,U,cU,=(E,,SE,,-p), 
where E,, E U, , andfor some fixed c (mod 3), 
(12.3) 
(12.4a) 
Eo3 = p%/~‘. (12.4b) 
Proof. From Lemma 11.1, if E E V, , E3 = &p%‘W. This leaves only 
a restricted number of choices of a, b, c (mod 3). Note that (p%)‘j3 4 k, , 
for the relation X3 = p% implies (N2m3 = l 2 contradicting the fundamen- 
tal property of the unit l . The choices are then reducible to (12.4b) or 
E E U0 . The choice of c is fixed (mod 3) since p1/3 $ k. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 12.2. The relation (12.4b) is equivalent to 
E = pdE,/S2E, = pdE,lSEI 
for E, , E1 E U, and (using the exponent c of (12.4b)), 
MEcJ = P’- 
Proof. From (12.4b) (SE,)3 = p%‘/&‘, thus 
(E,/SEJ3 = r~“/(r’)~ = l/(~‘)~. 
(12.5) 
(12.6) 
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The S2 operation gives (12.5). Conversely, starting with (12.5) for a unit 
E,, E k, , we get 
E/E’ = Eo31W&). (12.7) 
This identifies pc in (12.4b); also E1 = (S2E,,)-l. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 12.3. We have us = 3 if and only iffor some unit E1 E k, and 
exponent d (mod 3) we can write 
B,, = (r~l/~)~ E, 
E = B,/SB,. 
(12.7a) 
We shall eventually see d = 0 always (by Corollary 15.4.1). 
13. USE OF HILBERT'S THEORY OF KUMMER FIELDS 
We now consider ideal factorization in k, . This can be done in straight- 
forward fashion by combining the factorization rules (of Section 5) for k, 
with those of k, as follows: 
If p = 1 (mod 3) then (p) = 7rn’ in k, , if q = 2 (mod 3) (q) = (q) in 
k, ; finally, (3) = (1 - p)“. 
We therefore obtain the following relative factorization rules: 
(i) If rr 1 12, (5~) = !J.13, 
(ii) If q 1 n, (q) = Q3, 
(iii) If 7~ T n and (n/P>s = l,(r) = ‘%~2~39 
(iv) IfrTn and (4~)~ f 4 (4 = (4, 
(v) If q f n then (q) = Q,Q2Q3, 
(vi) If the field is of Dedekind type 1, n f &I (9), then 
(1 - p) = 23 (i.e., S2 = T2 = 2) 
(vii) If the field is of Dedekind Type 2, n = il (9), then 
(1 - p) = 2,Z25,, (i.e., T& = Zi but SZi = 2,+1). 
By Hilbert’s Theorem 148 [7], it is clear that the relative discriminant 
b of k,lk, is k2, where k = 3ab for Type 1 and ab for Type 2. Thus the 
discriminant d, of k, is related to the discriminant of k3 , A3(= 3k2), by 
A, = 34,2. (13.1) 
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In Hilbert’s Theory an ambiguous ideal % of k,/k, is one for which 
S% = ‘II while 2I is divisible by no ideal of k, except (1). An ambiguous 
ideal class A of k,/k, is one for which SA = A. Here ambiguity implies 
A3 = I but not conversely, of course. 
Let tH be the number of totally ramified prime ideals in k,. Then 
I, = t3 + 83 > (13.2) 
where t, is the number of totally ramified primes ink, and s3 is the number 
of those = 1 (mod 3). (Here t, and s, were called t and s in Section 2). Let 
mH = 1 or 0 according as the solvability of a relative cubic analog of the 
Pell equation of norm -1, viz., 
N3u-9 = P EE U,. (13.3) 
Also let ??H = 1 or 0 according as the solvability of 
N3W) = P XEk6 (13.4) 
(of course x is not necessarily an integer so nlH < nH). Then Hilbert’s 
Theorems 158 and 159 yield the following: 
THEOREM 13.1 (Hilbert). The number of ambiguous ideal classes in 
k,lk, generated by ambiguous ideals is 3”~ where 
vH = tH + mH - 2 (13.5) 
The (unrestricted) number of ambiguous ideal classes in k,/k, is 3”~ where 
u, = t,$ f n, - 2. (13.6) 
COROLLARY 13.1.1. The number en of (generating) principal factoriza- 
tions of k,lk, is given by 
e,= 1 -mn. (13.7) 
The number of ambiguous classes without ambiguous ideals is given by 
fH=nH-mH(< 1) (13.8) 
For proof, compare (13.5) and (10.4) with t = tH , e = e, , r0 = 1. 
(Compare Theorem 3.1 to see the close analogy to the quadratic case.) 
Note that eH > e3 (the number of principal factorization in k3). 
LEMMA 13.2. Equation (13.3) is solvable (mu = 0, en = 1) only if all 
prime divisors of n are = 3 or = -&l (mod 9). 
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Remark. The same condition is also necessary for nH = 1, but we 
consider the special case for simplicity. 
Proof. We express E the solution of (13.3) in k,/k, as E = (A + Bp)/C 
where A, B, C E k, . In general, C # 1, but note that the relative dis- 
criminant of k,/k8 has norm A,/& 2 = 3 by (13.1). Therefore, C can be 
chosen prime to any set of preassigned primes including all the divisors of 
n (other than divisors of 3). If we expand A, B, C in basis form as elements 
of k, we get (see (5.2)) for integers 01, & y, 6 in k, , 
E = [a + ,8(a”b)“” + y(ab2)li3]/6, (13.9) 
where n = a2b in its usual representation, and 6 is prime to all the divisors 
of n (other than divisors of 3). The usual norm is now 
N (E) = 01~ + /13a2b + y3ab2 - 3ab& 
3 63 
. (13.10) 
Thus the solvability of (13.4) implies the solvability (in k,) of 
t3 = p (modp) (13.11) 
for all p(# 3) which divide n. It is an easy consequence of the “Euler 
criterion” that p = 51 (mod 9) if (13.11) holds. Q.E.D. 
14. CLASS NUMBER CONSIDERATIONS 
THEOREM 14.1. Let h, be the class number of k, and let h, be the class 
number of k3 . Then 
h, = h32(us/3). (14.1) 
COROLLARY 14.1 .l. If 3 7 h, then us = 3. 
Now Theorem 14.1 is classically known (see [20, 181). Indeed, it is part 
of more general theories such as the Artin L-functions [17]. For our 
purposes, it may suffice to note an independent direct verification. Use the 
designation that c&s) is the Dedekind zeta-function of kt , (k, = Q). Then 
[53(~NU~)l” L(~>/51(~)1 = r56(~Yml (14.2a) 
(as a direct consequence of the laws of factorization in Section 13). If we 
take the limit of each factor as s + 1 we obtain [7, section 251, 
[2v(log E) h&l:“12 * [7~/3~‘~] = [(274’ R,h,/(6&2)], (14.2b) 
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where R, , the regulator of k, , e q uals 3 (log E)“/u, . From (13.1), we con- 
clude (14.1). 
The corollary is of great value in the classification problem in the next 
section. In the meantime, it might be remarked that Theorem 14. I does not 
readily yield any new information on the class number h, . If we use 
Theorem 13.1, with us = 39~ 
h, 3 3 ta+s,+fH-eH-I 3 (14.3) 
h 2 > 3t,ts,tfH-eH-WH 
3 / (14.4) 
If we compare (14.4) with (2.3), we see the more easily calculated qualities 
agree, so (14.4) is no stronger (barring special information on the 
“difficult” quantities eH , wH , fH , etc.). 
15. MAIN CLASSIFICATION THEOREM 
We now give a broad classification of cubits according to properties 
visible in k, . The classification, of course, includes the (previous) principal 
factorization in k, as one of many possibilities. 
LEMMA 15.1. Let A be an integer in k, such that the ideal (A) is 
invariant under S, i.e., (A) = (SA). Then A can be factored uniquely into 
integers (except for units of k,). 
A = pB. (15.1) 
Here u E k, and B is made up wholly of totally ramtjied prime ideals of k, 
or their squares (cases (i), (ii), (vi) of Section 13) or else B is a unit of k, . 
(A factor (-p)” is the trivial unit OJ k, .) 
The proof is immediate from an examination of the cases. Here we use 
the fact that k2 has class number unity (although it would suffice if it were 
prime to 3). Call such a B and its ideal (B)primitive. 
LEMMA 15.2. The fundamental unit E of k, satisfies 
E = BO/SBO (15.2) 
for a unique, primitive integer BO E k, (except for unit factors such as 
(-P)d). 
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Proof. According to the usual procedure [7] of Hilbert’s “Theorem 90”, 
we can set 
A, = 1 +E+EE’; (15.3) 
so A, # 0 (as E’ +! k3). Trivially, 
E = A,/SA. (15.4) 
We can simplify A, according to Lemma 15.1 (since Sp = p). 
To see how B, is unique, set E = B,,/SBO = B,/SB, , and note 
@olBJ = WoIBJ E k, . Thus B,,/B, = p/p1 and we are back to 
Lemma 15.1. Q.E.D. 
By direct computation, the NzAo operation gives 
&A0 = (1 + E + &)(I + E + EE”) = ~(5 + 5’ + t”), 
where .$ = 1 + E + l/c, (using only EE’E” = 1). This leads to the following 
result: 
LEMMA 15.3. If Tr(f) = (5 + .$’ + 5”) for [ E k, , then 
N,(l + E + EC’) = [3 + Tr(E) + Tr(l/E)13. (15.5) 
THEOREM 15.4. The primitive ideal (B,) for which E = B,/SB,, , satis#ies 
either 
(Bo) = (11, and ug = 3, (15.6a) 
or 
(&I = VP” ..*, and z+=l, (15.6b) 
where ‘!$J [7r [ p [ n [p = 1 (mod 3)] and (15.6b) is a product of some 
possible (triple) factors of the type shown. 
For proof, start with the decomposition A,, = pB,, where N,A,, and 
N6p are perfect cubes by Lemma 15.3. Hence if B,, is not a unit it must be 
of the type shown (recall ‘p3 = (r) E k,). Now by Lemma 12.3, ug = 3 
corresponds to (B,) = (ndj3) for some d. Since this form of (B,,) agrees 
with neither type (15.6a) nor type (15.6b), unless d E 0 (mod 3), it is 
clear that we have also proved the following result: 
COROLLARY 15.4.1. The value of d in Lemmas 12.2 and 12.3 is always 
= 0. 
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Now when (B,) = (l), choose the sign i-B,, so that N,(B,) = pc. Then 
the distinction arises based on whether or not NJ&) = 1 (or pc # 1). If 
N3( B,) = 1, a further application of Hilbert’s Theorem 90 yields 
4, = B,ISBl , (15.7) 
where B1 can (usually) be found by such classic devices as the primitive 
part of A, = B,pi , where 
A, = 1 + B, + BoaSB, (I 5.8) 
(assuming A, f 0). On this basis, it is no longer possible for B1 to be a 
unit, because the relation 
E = B&B, (15.9) 
makes [B, , SB,] a system of units of index 3 (see Theorem 12.1). A new 
system [B, , SB,] would give ug = 9, which is excluded. 
Thus with B, a unit of norm 1, a further classification is based on the 
study of the nonunit B, whose ideal (B,)[ = (SB,) from (15.7)] is composed 
entirely of the ramified prime ideals in k,/kp . Since there can be only one 
principal factorization generated by Corollary 13.1. I, B1 and TB1 (the 
complex conjugate (must generate the same set. Thus either 
(4) - VW> (15.10) 
or 
UW%) - 1. (15.11) 
(The symbol (A) -(B) means that the ideals differ by cubed factors or 
factors of n1i3.) 
LEMMA 15.5. The alternative (15.11) or (15.6b) is possible only when 
n has a prime divisor = 1 (mod 3). 
The proof is seen by examining possible factorizations, as in Theorem 
15.4. It is clear from (15.11) that B, also has the form (15.6b). (More 
importantly, we shall note in Section 16 that (15.6b) does occur for some 
n (e.g., n = 7) but (15.11) is conjectured to neuer occur.) In the case (15.10) 
we see that (B# = (B, . TB,) is generated by an element of k, , which 
must be a principal factor of k, in our usual sense! 
THEOREM 15.6. The fields are of the following four types based on the 
quantities B, and B, given by 
E = BJSB,, NJ& = P”)> (15.12) 
B, = B,/SB, (when N,B,, = 1): (15.13) 
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Type I. Principal factorization in k3 (and k, hence unit-index 3): 
(BJ = (l), N,B, = 1, e3 = 1, e, = l,u, = 3. 
Type II. Principal factorization in k, (only) with unit-index 3: 
(B,) = (l), N,B, = 1, e3 = 0, e, = I, ug = 3. 
Type III. Principal factorization in k, (only) with unit-index 1: 
(B,) = Cp~” ... , N,B, = 7r3 ,..., e3 = 0, e, = I, us = 1. 
Type IV. Principal factorization does not occur, so unit has norm p: 
(B,) = (I), N,B, = pc(+ I), e3 = 0, e, = 0, ug = 3. 
The proof consists of a survey of the cases. In Type I, (B, . TB,) E k, 
represents the principal factorization in k, corresponding to B, in k, . In 
Type II, (B,) = ‘!J@” ... ; while in Type III, (B,,) = ‘pp2 ..* , leading to a 
principal factorization in k, which does not project into k, . 
Now if we combine Lemma 15.5, used to exclude Types II and III, with 
Lemma 13.2, used to exclude Type IV, we have a condition which implies 
Type I. (This is something we were unable to achieve in [15] by purely 
rational methods). 
THEOREM 15.7. Let n have no factors p E 1 (mod 3) and let n have at 
Ieast one factor = 2 or 5 (mod 9). Then there exists a principalfactorization 
in Q(nlls) = k3. 
16. DIOPHANTINE NORM EQUATIONS 
Theorem 15.7 may be put in the form of diophantine norm equations. 
For example, if q is a prime = 2 or 5 (mod 9) we can set 
n = 3tq, (t = 0, 1,2), and the existence of principal factorization implies 
(by Section 7) that the equations N(a) = 3 and q are solvable for 01 E k3 . 
Thus if we expand (II into its basis we see the norm equations in (x, y, z) 
(n = 3tq)x3 + 3tqy3 + 3uq2z3 - 3(t+u+3)/3 qxyz = 3 and q (16.1) 
are solvable for (t, u) = (0, 0), (1,2), and (2, 1). 
We can take n = 3tq1q2 or 3tqlq,2 where both qi = -1 (mod 3), 
n f fl (mod 9) and at least one qi = 2 or 5 (mod 9); then the cases 
become more highly proliferated. The best “general” result we can get is 
each of these diophantine equations: 
(n = 3tq,q2) x3 + 3tq,q,y3 + 3~q,2q22z3 - 3(t+u+3)J3q1q.gyz = m, 
(16.2a) 
(n = 3tq,q,2) x3 + 3tq,q22y3 + 3uq12q z3 - 3(t+U+3)/3q,q2xyz = m, 
(16.2b) 
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are solvable for (t, u) = (0, 0), (1, 2) and (2, l), where m is either 3, q1 , q2 
or a product of two of these factors. 
Of course when t = u = 0 and n = fl (mod 9), then our field is of 
“Type 2”, and 3 is not totally ramified (see Section 5). Here N(U) = ql: 
would easily be solvable but the representation of cy might require the full 
basis. This leads to the representation of m = 27q, and 27q, , by (16.2a) 
or (16.2b) (whichever applies). (Compare [22].) 
17. NUMERICAL DATA 
Let us apply the above classification to Q(@) for cube-free 2 < n < 50, 
using Selmer’s table [14] for comparison. 
Type I. Principal factorization in k, 
n = 2, 5, 6, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15, 18, 20, 22, 23, 29, 30, 33, 34, 38,41, 42,44, 
45, 46, 47. 
In these cases, for some 01 E k, , E = a”/N,ol. Thus in (12.4b), c = 1 and 
the nonprimitive unit has the value 
E. = a/a’. (17.1) 
Principal factorizations of 01 are given in Selmer’s table for all these cases. 
Actually, Theorem 15.7 accounts for all cases except 14, 38, 42, where a 
prime divisor is = 1 (mod 3). 
Type II. Principalfactorization in k, (only) with unit-index 3 
(No cases seem to occur.) 
Type III. Principal factorization in k, (only) with unit-index 1 
This is the case where the units of k, are generated only by the subfields. 
In each case, we must show the impossibility of (+/E’)“‘~ E k, . It can be 
done most conveniently by finding a prime P such that 
(n/P>, = 1, P = 1 (mod 18). (17.2) 
For such a P the factorization (P) = ‘!&‘p2‘$,~,?&?& is valid and 
Ns’$i = N,gd = P. Thus every integer in k, is congruent to a rational 
integer (mod ‘&) and p = m3 (mod P). Thus it suffices to show that 
E, E’, en are congruentially equivalent to numbers of d@rent cubic residue 
character. Suitable values of P for each n are as follows: 
n 7 13 19 21 26 28 31 35 37 39 43 
P 19 163 109 73 19 163 19 271 19 19 37. 
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As an illustration of (15.6b), when IZ = 7, 
B,, = 71/3(72/3 + ~7~1~ - (3 + 2p))/(-3)li2; 
so (B,) = rp2SjJ if !j.V = (3 + 2p), p3 = (3 - 2~). 
Type IV. Principal factorization does not occur; so unit has norm p 
Here a unit E, E k, has N,E, = P”(# 1). Only these two cases occur 
where t, = 1, 3 T h, (hence e3 = 0, while w, = 3 by Corollary 14.1.1): 
12 = 3, E,, z [l - P2(-3)V2 - 32/s/(-3)W] 
n = 17, E, = [7(2 + (-3)lj2) + (2 - (-3)1/2)2 17113 
+ (2 + (-3)1/Z) 17”‘3p]/(-3)“2. 
Actually the range described here (n < 50) is barely the beginning of 
the study of interesting cases. Some unpublished calculations of Barrucand, 
for example, are listed for principal factors 
a = A + B9 + Ce2, e = fill3 , (17.3) 
together with the values of Selmer for the class number h, [14,21] and the 
number f3 of independent “special ambiguous classes” (called f in 
Section 2): 
n A B C I N4I h3 .A 
51 330 89 24 3 3 1 
61 16 4 1 9 6 1 
67 16 4 1 9 6 1 
103 912675 194702 41536 3 3 1 
151 38905 7306 1372 9 6 1 
All these cases are of Type I (see (4.7) above). The first (n = 51) is a 
special type omitted from Corollary 4.2.1. The other values of n are 
primes p, (4p = x2 + 243y2), where (3/p), = 1. 
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